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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a natural sequel to [6(a)]. H ere we complete the solution of 
[l, Problem 35, p. 3361, in the intended algebraic spirit. (See [6(c)] for another 
kind of solution of the same problem.) 
Specifically, let g = k @ p be a Cartan decomposition of a real semisimple 
Lie algebra, a a Cartan subspace of p, g = k @ a @ n a corresponding Iwasawa 
decomposition, G the universal enveloping algebra of g, Gk the centralizer of 
k in G, A the universal enveloping algebra of a, and p: Gk + A the Harish- 
Chandra homomorphism, defined to be the projection to A with respect to 
the decomposition G = A @ (kG + Gn). The problem is to prove “purely 
algebraically” Harish-Chandra’s theorem [2, Sect. 41 that the image of p equals 
the algebra Aw of translated (by half the sum of positive restricted roots) restricted 
Weyl group invariants in A. The proof should be valid for semisimple symmetric 
Lie algebras with splitting Cartan subspaces, over arbitrary fields of characteristic 
zero (see [l, Sect. I.131 and [6(a)]). In [6(a)], such a proof was given for the fact 
that p(Gk) C A, . (The subalgebra n will be denoted u in the body of this paper, 
since the symbol n has another natural use; see Section 2.) 
Now the assertion that ,p(Gk) is all of A, is equivalent to the assertion of 
Chevalley’s polynomial restriction theorem [3(a), p. 430, Theorem 6.10]-that 
the restriction map from p to a takes the algebra of k-invariant polynomial 
functions on p onto the algebra of polynomial functions on a invariant under the 
restricted Weyl group W. In the paper, we give two suitably general proofs of 
Chevalley’s theorem; see Theorem 5.1. Actually, one of these proofs is nothing 
more than a modification of Harish-Chandra’s classical proof presented in 
[3(a), pp. 4334341; see the Appendix. In the body of this paper, we present a 
proof similar in spirit to the Kostant-Steinberg-Varadarajan proof of Chevalley’s 
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polynomial restriction theorem for Cartan subalgebras (cf. [i, Sect. ‘7.31 or 
[4, Sect. 23.11). Our method, which is based on generalized Verma modules 
(see Sect. 2)> will also be useful in subsequent work. 
Specificaliy, we use such modules to give a natural Lie-algebraic proof of the 
Cartan-Helgason theorem (see [9, Theorem 3.3.l.lj and [3(c), Chap. IIH; 
Sect. 31) characterizing the finite-dimensional irreducible g-modules which are 
spherical (i.e., which admit a nonzero k-invariant vector) (see Theorem 3.12 and 
Corollaries 3.13 and 3.14). The setting is that of a semisimple symmetric Lie 
algebra g with splitting Cartan subspace, over a field of characteristic zero 
“‘large enough” so that the relevant Cartan subalgebra of g splits. The idea that 
generalized Verma modules could be used to prove a generalized Cartan- 
Melgason theorem was originally suggested by the apphcation of relative homo- 
logical algebra to the generalized Bernstein-Gelfand-GeKand resolution in 
[6(d)]. (The present paper is logically independent of [6(d)], however.) 
Our argument requires a certain crucial limitation on the weight-space 
decomposition of the g-invariant vector in a spherical finite-dimensional 
irreducible g-module. This information is obtained straightforwardly in Section 4 
by means of the finite group F of automorphisms of g defined in [6(b), Sect. 63. 
(\Ve do not need any hard results from [6(b)].) It is interesting to note that in 
the present paper, F plays a more flexible role in the th,eory of fmite-dimensional 
g-modules than it plays in its original setting in [5, Chap. 11, Sect. 67, where it 
enters into Rostant’s analog of the Cartan-Helgason theorem. Specificaliy, in 
[5, Chap. II, Sect. 61, F is thought of as a subgroup of the algebraic torus in 
Aut g with Lie algebra a, and correspondingly, F acts trivially on any a-invariant 
in the finite-dimensional g-modules considered there. For us, the coimbinatorially 
defined F is not required to act with this restriction (see Section 4). To clarify 
this issue with an example, note that the three-dimensional irreducible moduie 
for the three-dimensional simple Lie algebra s1(2, W) (here = so(2, R)) is 
spherical, and in our setup, F fixes the k-i riant vector. But in the setup of 
[5, Chap. Iii: Sect. 63, F does not fix the irrvariant vector in this mod&; 
instead, P fixes the a-invariant vector. In ction 4, we ‘“force” P to fix the 
-invariant vector in a spherical finite-dimensional irreducible g-module. 
The use ofF in Section 4 also gives another approach to part of Thecrern 3.12; 
see the second Remark after Corollary 4.6. 
In Section 5, we state and begin the proofofthe polynomiai restriction theorem, 
and in Section 6, we define and prove the W-invariance of the “‘spherical 
characters’” associated with the spherical finite-dimensional irreduci’ole 
g-modules. This W-invariance and the weight-space decomposition result of 
Section 4 are used in Section 7 to complete the proof of the r 
We also find that the k-invariant polynomial functions on 
certain concrete functions fj" associated with the spherical finite-dimensional 
irreducible g-modules (Theorem 7.5). 
Finahy, Section 8 is devoted to the surjectivity of the Ha&h-Chandra map 
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and some standard consequences. For example, when the field is algebraically 
closed, we construct and index (by means of the W-orbits in a*) the set of 
equivalence classes of irreducible g-modules admitting a nonzero k-invariant 
vector. We also recover algebraically Harish-Chandra’s result that the Harish- 
Chandra homomorphism is independent of the positive restricted root system 
used in its definition. 
2. GENERALIZED VERMA MODULES AND FINITE-DIMENSIONAL 
IRREDUCIBLE MODULES 
We begin with some notation. Let k be a field of characteristic zero; g a split 
semisimple Lie algebra over k with splitting Cartan subalgebra h; A C h* 
(* denotes dual) the set of roots for g with respect to h; L3, C d a positive system; 
d- = -4,; 2 = dimh; 01~ ,..., a, E h* the simple roots; ei (resp., fi) a nonzero 
element of the root space gai (resp., g-““) for all i E l,..., E, normalized so that 
[ei ,fJ = hi , where ai = 2; P C h* the set of dominant integral linear 
forms, i.e., {h E h* j h(hJ EZ+ for all i = l,..., I> (72, denotes the set of non- 
negative integers); p = &CmEd+ v E h*, so that p(h,) = 1 for al! i = I,..., I; and 
y1 ,..., Ye E Aut h* the simple Weyl reflections (for all h E h*, ri(h) = h - A(ht) 
Also, let S be an arbitrary subset of {l,..., E}; g, the subalgebra of g generated by 
{hi , ei , fiL.s hs the span of V&s; dS = d n uiES Zol, (Z the set of integers); 
04 = d, n ds; d-S = d- n ds; d+(S) = d, - d+s; and d-(S) = d- - d-s. 
Define the following subalgebras of g: n = Urned, gm; n- = JJrnE,,- gw’; 
es = LLd+s g? ns- = LI,d-s g? u = LILA+(S) f3T u- = IL.~-w gY 
r = gs+h; and ps = r @u (a subalgebra because [r, u] Cu). Then 
g=n-OhOn;g,=n,-Oh,On,;n=n,Ou;n-=n,-6u-;r=n,-O 
h @ n,; and g = u- @ ps . Also, g, is a split semisimple Lie algebra with 
splitting Cartan subalgebra h, , and r is a reductive Lie algebra with commutator 
subalgebra g, and center a subalgebra of h. As S varies among the subsets of 
{l,..., E}, ps varies among the parabolic subalgebras of g containing the Bore1 
subalgebra h @ n. The reductive part of ps is r and the nilpotent part of ps is u. 
Let V be an h-module (for example, a g-module regarded as an h-module by 
restriction). The weight space V,, C V corresponding to X E h* is defined to be 
(V E V / h * v = X(h)v for all h E h}. Call X a weight of V if V,, # 0, and call the 
nonzero elements of V,, weight vectors with weight h. 
Suppose that V is a g-module. A weight vector v E V is called a h%hest weight 
vector if n . v = 0, and V is called a highest weight module if it is generated by a 
highest weight vector. In this case, the generating highest weight vector is 
uniquely determined up to nonzero scalar multiple, its weight is called the 
highest weight of V, and its weight space is called the highest weight space of V. 
The highest weight space is one-dimensional, V is the direct sum of its weight 
spaces, which are all finite dimensional, and all the weights of V are of the form 
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X - C:=, niOli (ni E ;2+), w h ere X E h* is the highest weight. These facts foollow 
easily from the decomposition g = n- @ h @ n. 
Now P indexes the set of (equivalence classes of) finite-dimensional irreduci 
-modules in the usual way-via the highest weight. Let P, = {h E h* / h(hJ E 
for all i E Sj. Then it is clear that there is a natural Ejection, which we denote 
h ++ M(A), between P, and the set of (equivalence classes of) unite-d~rnens~o~~~ 
irreducible r-modules which are irreducible as g,-modules; the highest weight 
space relative to h, and n, of the g,-module M(A) is b-stable, and h is the 
corresponding weight. 
DEFINITIONS. For all X E h*, let VA denote the corresponding Vema modern 
for g (cf. [I, Sect. 7.11): the g-module ind(k, , g) in.duced (see [I, Sect. 5.11) 
by the one-dimensional h @ n-module K, which is an n-anninilated weight space 
(for h) with weight h. Also, for h E P, , denote by vfifcn) the corresponding 
generalbed Venna module: the g-module ind(M(hj, g) induced by ,-moduie 
-M(h), viewed as an r-module in the natural way and as a trivial II- le. 
Note that the Verma modules are precise neralized ?‘erma modules 
for the case 5’ = o (i.e., ps = h on). Writi the 
enveloping algebras of g, ps , and u-, resp., ox? 
definition, and the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem gives a natu:aI linear 
isomorphism WQ) ‘v U- OS M(h), where U- acts by left multiplication on the 
first factor, and lp acts by tensor product action. Y M(nj is a highest weight module 
with highest weight X, and the highest weight space of WcA) coincides, under the 
natural identification of M(X) with the p,-submodule 1 @ M(X) of vfir(n)l with 
the high.est weight space (relative to h, and n,) of the g,-module M(h). The 
unrversal property of vbfQ) asserts that any r-module map from M(h) into the 
u-annihilated subspace of a g-module extends uniquely to a g-module map 
from I/r-bf(n) into the g-module. Of course, all these comments apply to the 
special case of Verma modules. For example, for X ~lh*, the Verma module t*” 
is the universal highest weight module with highest weight h, In the obvious sense. 
Let h E P, . Since VW(*) is a highest weight module with highest weight hl 
there is a surjection 7: l/A --t v&f(h) taking a highest weight vector, say Q p 
generating VA to a highest weight vector generating kil’lch). Similarly, if p E P 
and R is the finite-dimensional irreducible g-module with highest weight p, 
then there is a surjection r: Vu -+ li taking a highest weight vector, say or p 
generating Vu to a highest weight vector of I?. The kernel of 7~ is well known, by a 
classical theorem of Harish-Chandra (cf. [I, Sect. 7.21 or [4, Sect. 21.9: It is the 
g-submoduie of Vu generated by the highest weight vectors J$hg)il ~ vI 
(1 < i < 1)~ Regard M(h) in the natural way (see above) as an r-submo 
VIM. Then the same theorem of Harish-Chandra implies that if X is the 
r-submodule of VA generated by v,, , then the kernel of’ the surjection 7 j X : X+ 
M(‘(x) is the r-submodule of X generated bv the highest weight vectorsJf:‘“*“’ Z”~ 
for i E S. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X E P, , and let v,, be a highest weight vector generating 
VA. Then there is a g-module exact sequence 
where q takes vO to a highest weight vector generating V”fA), and for each i E S, 
4 takes a highest weight vector generating V i T O++D to a nonzeyo multiple of the 
highest weight vector f ithi’+l *v. E VA. 
Proof. All that we have to show is that Ker 7 is the g-submodule Y of VA 
generated by f :(hi)+l . vO for i E S. Now Y is the g-submodule of VA generated 
by Ker(q / X) (see th e d iscussion above), so that Y C Ker 7. On the other hand, 
there are r-module maps M(h) + X/Ker(q j X) + VA/Y whose composition is 
nonzero, and so we have a natural r-module injection L: M(X) -+ VA/Y. The 
image of this injection is clearly annihilated by u, so that L extends to a g-module 
map V”@) + VA/Y. Since V”cn) = Vn/Ker 4, we see that Ker 7 C Y. Q.E.D. 
A module for a Lie algebra 1 (over k) is calledJiniteZy semisimple if it is a direct 
sum of finite-dimensional irreducible 1-submodules. Since k has characteristic 
zero, the tensor product of two finitely semisimple l-modules is finitely semi- 
simple. 
Since r is reductive in g, it is thus clear that G is finitely semisimple under the 
adjoint action of r. It follows also that if a g-module is generated by a finitely 
semisimple r-submodule, then the g-module is finitely semisimple under r. 
Hence we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For all h E P, , V”cA) isfinitely semisimple under r. 
The following result is clear: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let V be a$nitely semisimple r-module, let v E V be a weight 
vector with weight h E h*, and suppose that n, . v = 0. Then h E P, , and the 
r-submodule of V generated by v is isomorphic to the irreducible r-module M(h). 
Here is the main observation in this section: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be the jinite-dimensional irreducible g-module with 
highest weight p E P, let wO be a higlzest weight vector generating V”(u), and let 
S’ = {l,..., l} - S. Then r& + p) - p E P, for allies’, and there is an exact 
g-module sequence 
M(u) ;;, j++&P)--p) -.L+ V -L+ R - 0, 
where 7 takes wO to a highest weight vector of R, and for each i E S’, c takes a 
highest weight vector generating V”@*(u++-p) t o a nonxeYo multiple of the highest 
weight vector f z(hi’+l . w. E VM(u). 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.1 and the Warish-Chandra theorem cited before it, 
the map 7 in the statement of the proposition has as its kernel the g-submodule 
of VW(g) generated by the highest weight vectorsJ!(hi)+r ~ ~a as i ranges thrcjugh 
s’. (These vectors are nonzero because FV(u) N - C&z Ikf(p) and fi E 
i f S.) Now the weight of f~@)+r . w. (i E 27) is r&z. + p) - p. Hence Proposi- 
tions 2.2 and 2.3 imply that for i E S’, S&A f p) - p G PS , and the r-submodule 
of jPf(u) generated by f:(k)+’ . wO is isomorphic to M(r,(p + p) - pj. Thus the 
g-submodule of VW(@) generated by this highest weight vector is an image of 
pf(riwd-P)~ Q.E.D. 
l~otatiol~. For an r-module M, denote by yiVf the g-module coinduced (see 
[I, Sect. 5.51) by the p,-module which is M as an r-module and which is trivial 
as a u-module. Pl is the g-module HomPS(G, iv). 
Now the contragredient of an induced module is naturally isomorphic to the 
module coinduced from the contragredient of the inducing module (see [I7 
Proposition 5.5.41). Denoting contragredient module by *? we thus have: 
PR~PBSITION 2.5. For all h E P, , (V”(A))* is la~t~~a~~ s~~o~~~~c to Y”(AJ*. 
The following is clear from Propositions 2.4 and 2.5: 
PROPQXTION 2.6. In the notatiotz of Proposition 2.4, the 
I+(u)* z&i& is the annihilator of Im o C V”(uj is n~t~~a~~ s~~~~~~~c to R”. 
3. SPHERICAL FINITE-DIMENSIONAL IRREDUCDXE MODULES 
In this section, we shall use generalized Verma modules to give a natural 
algebraic proof and generalization (Theorem 3.12) of the Cartan-Helgason 
theorem (cf. [9, Theorem 3.3.1.11). We shall work in the setting of semisimple 
symmetric Lie algebras; see [6(a)] for background material. 
Let g = k @ p be the symmetric decomposition of a semisimple symmetric 
Lie algebra (g, 0) over a field lz of characteristic zero, and let a Se a Cartan 
ce of p. Let m be the centralizer of a in , amd I a Cartan subaigebra of m; 
= 1 @ a is a Cartan subalgebra of g. 
Assume that II is a splitting Cartan subalgebra, so that in particular, a is 
splitting Cartan subspace. Let d C h* be the set of roots of g with respect to 
and ZC a* the set of restricted roots of g with respect to a. Choose a positive 
system 2; C z‘. Now h is a splitting Cartan subalgebra of the reductive Lie 
algebra m @ a. Fix a positive system @+ of the set @ of roots of 
respect to h. Then there is a unique positive system A, C A coma 
whose set of nonzero restrictions to a is Z+ . We have @ = {p E A 1 p j a = 01, 
~+=C~~n+l,la=o},andd,=~,U(~~L]I~p1af~~~,, 
Let I = dimh, Let cl1 ,..., 01~ EA+ be the simple roots of g with respect to 
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associated with A,, and choose S C{l,..., I} SO that the a:i with i E S are those 
simple roots which vanish on a. Then these (Ye are the simple roots ofm @ a with 
respect to h associated with @+ . 
We may apply Section 2 to the present context, taking for k, g, h, A,, and S 
in Section 2 the correspondingly designated objects in Section 3. Using now the 
notation of Section 2, we thus have r = m @ a and ps = m @ a 0~. Also, 
g = k @ a @ u is the Iwasawa decomposition of g associated with 0, a, and ,Z+ . 
The elements & E h for i E 5’ (see Section 2) lie in 1. Let P,,, C l* denote the 
set of dominant integral linear forms of the reductive Lie algebra m with 
respect to 1, i.e., (V E l* / I EZ+ f or all i E S>. Then P, indexes the set of 
(equivalence classes of) finite-dimensional irreducible m-modules which are 
irreducible under g, (=[m, ml); for all v E P, , denote by M,(v) the corre- 
sponding m-module, so that v is the highest weight of M&v), in the obvious 
sense. Note that if h E P or P, (see Section 2), then h / 1 E P,,, . For all h E P, , the 
m-module obtained by viewing the (g,-irreducible) r-module M(X) as an 
m-module remains irreducible, and is clearly isomorphic to MJh 11). 
Recall that for an r-module M, YM is the g-module coinduced from the 
p,-module M viewed as the r-module M and as a trivial u-module. Since 
ps n k = m, [l, Proposition 5.5.8-J yields: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all h E PS , the g-module Y”tn)*, when regarded as 
a k-module by restriction, is naturally isomorphic to the k-module coinducedfrom the 
irreducible m-module Mm(X 1 l)* up to k. 
In view of this proposition, the universal property of coinduced modules (see 
[l, Proposition 5.5.31) implies that for a k-module T and X E P, , 
Hom,( T, YMCA)*) N Hom,(T, MJX 1 l)*), 
where on the right, T is viewed as an m-module by restriction. Apply this to 
the trivial one-dimensional k-module T, and note that the irreducible m-module 
.Mm(X / l)* is trivial if and only if X j 1 = 0. 
DEFINITIONS. Denote by Xk the space of k-invariants in a k-module X 
(possibly a g-module regarded as a k-module by restriction). Call X spherical 
ifXk#O. 
We conclude: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X E Ps . Then Y”tn)” * zs spherical ;f and only if X 1 1 = 0. 
In this case, M(h)* = M(4), and dim(Y”(-A))k = 1. 
We shall determine all the finite-dimensional irreducible spherical g-modules. 
First note that since k is reductive in g [I, Proposition 1.13.31, we have 
dim Rk = dim(R*)k for a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module R. In par- 
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titular, R is spherical if and only if R* is spherical. We shah use these observations 
without further comment. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be the jinite-dimensional irsedukble g-module with 
highest weight p E P. Then dim Rk < 1. If p I 1 # 0, then is not s~he~~ca~. 
Suppose p 1 1 = 0, and denote by y,, a generator oj the ore-d~rne~iona~ space 
(YM(-u))k. Also, let q, be a highest weight vector generatiftg VW(u), alad denote by 
<a, .) the naturalpaiving between P-u) and V”(u)- ?I%en is spherical if and only 
ij ( yO , Im CT) = 0 (in the notatiofz of Proposition 2.4), OY e~~~va~e~~~~, Ijc and or@ 
g ( y. , Jyv+l . wo) = 0 for all i E s’ = (I,..., l> - S. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, R* is naturally ismorphic to the annihilator of 
Im (T in Y”cU)*. Hence (Rq)k is isomorphic to the space of all 
F(U)* which annihilate Im cr. Proposition 3.2 thus implies the first two assertions 
531 the present proposition. Suppose then that y j 1 = 0. It is clear that R* is 
only if ( y0 , Im u) = 0. By Propos n 2.4, this is the case if and 
fhi’+l . wo) = 0 for all i E s’. But of the 
ping algebras of k, a, andu. Sincey )tl d erJ, 
is a highest weight vector, we see that R” is spherical if and only if 
0 = <y. ) KAuj,“(h~f+l ’ wo) 
= <K . y AUf+i)+l 01 z . wo) 
= j(y j&t)+1 0, z * ,wo> 
for a!1 i E s’. .E.D, 
Now by Proposition 2.4, f~(‘~)+r . w. (z’ E 5”) is contained in an irreducible 
r-module equivalent to M(Y& + p) - p), and hence in an irreducibi -module 
equivalent to Mm((~&i f p) - p) j 1). But Y& + p) - p = p 
with p-L(&) + I > 0, and so the conditions p j 1 = 0 and 01~ 1 
Cp& + p) - p) / 1 i 0. Hence in this case, MJ(T& + p) 
trivial mr-module. Thus in the notation of the last proposition, if u / 1 = 0, 
i E s’ and cd< / z f 0, then (y. ) fyi)- . wo> = 0. The criterion in %he last 
proposition thus simplifies to: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. In the notation of Proposition 3.3, stippose that p 1 1 = 0. 
Then R is spherical ij and only ij (y. ,j$(Qil . SQ = 0 for all i E s’ such tltaf 
ai j B = 0. 
Mence we have: 
CoRoLLAnY 3.5. Suppose that no simple root ai (iE(l,..., I)) vaazishes or, 
be the$nite-dimensional irreducible module with highest zseight p E P. Then 
is spherical if and only if p j 1 = 0, and in this case, dim lik = 1. 
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We now want to remove the hypothesis in the first sentence of Corollary 3.5, 
among other things. We begin with some generalities. 
Let B be the Killing form of g. Then B is nonsingular on a [6(a), Lemma 2.21, 
so that B naturally induces a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form (., .) on a* 
and an isometry from a * to a. The form (., .) is rational valued and positive 
definite on the rational span aQ* of 2, and Z forms a (not necessarily reduced) 
system of roots in the real Euclidean space ao* & R; also, a* = ao* @o k 
[6(a), Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.41. 
For all rp E Z, let X, E a be the image of 9 under the isometry from a* to a, 
and let h, = 2x,/(9, p) E a, so that I = 2. 
Let 2’ = {p’ EZ~ [ 29, $2). Then ,Z’ is a reduced system of roots. Let 
1T’ C 2’ n Z+ denote the corresponding set of simple roots, so that Zl’ is a basis of 
a*. Hence {A, / y E IY} is a basis of a; let h, ,..., Am (z = dim a) be the corre- 
sponding dual basis of a*. We note the following for later use: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let P, = {A E a* / A(,&) E Z, for all g, E A’+>. Then Pz is the 
stt of nonnegative integral linear combinations of A, ,..., A, . 
Now the decomposition h = 10 a enables us to identify h* with l* @ a*; 
an element h E a* is identified with the linear functional on h which agrees with h 
on a and which vanishes on 1. The Killing form B provides in the natural way 
a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form (*, *) on h”. This form extends our form 
(.> .> on a*, and (l*, a*) = 0 [6(a), Sect. 21. The set PC h* of dominant 
integral linear forms is the set {A E 12” [ 2(h, #)/($, 4) EZ+ for all #E A+>, 
Pr (see Lemma 3.6) is {A E a* / 2(h, F)/,)/(F, y) EZ+ for all v E Z+}. We shall need: 
LEMMA 3.7 (cf. [3(c), pp. 76-771). We have 2P, C P. 
Proof. By [6(a), L emma 2.31 and the subsequent discussion, we may apply 
the results on “normal u-systems ” in [9, Sect. 1.1.31. (In fact, we need only the 
most trivial of these results.) Let h E 2P, and let # E A, . Denoting by 7 M 7 the 
natural projection from h* to a*, we have 2(A, #)/(+, 4) = 2(h, $)/($, 4). If 
4 = 0, then this expression is 0. Otherwise, $ E Z+ . If $ = $, then ($, $J) = - - 
(6, $), and we get 2(A, $)/(#, #) E 22, . If $ + #, then either ($, #) = 2(#, $), or 
else (y5, #) = 4($, 4) and 2$ Ed+ A A’+ ( see the bottom of [9, p. 211). In the first - - 
case, 2G6 54/($ #) = 0% 4i;)hb ~4 Ez+ t and in the other case, 2(X, +)I(#, 4) = 
(A, 2$))/(2$, 24) E Z, . Hence h E P. Q.E.D. 
Let B, be the nonsingular symmetric bilinear form on g defined by the 
condition B,(x, y) = -B(x, By) for all X, y E g. For 93 E 2, define the restricted 
root space gm to be {x E g 1 [Q, X] = y( a x ) f or all a E a>; there should be no 
confusion with the similar notation for root spaces of g with respect to h. 
Fix v E Z; . Since B, is nonsingular on gm [6(a), Lemma 3.21, we may choose a 
B,-nonisotropic vector e, E g@. Now Be, E g-0, and by [6(a), Lemma 3.31, 
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[e, , Be,] is a nonzero multiple of h, E a. Let f, be the nonzero multiple of Be, 
such that [e, I fJ = h, . We have [h, , eJ = 2e, and [h, j jZ] = --2fa . Let g9, be 
the three-dimensional split semisimple Lie algebra spanned by h, , e, , and & . 
Note that kiz, is a splitting Cartan subalgebra of g, . 
emark. Let i E S’ such that ai j 1 = 0 (cf. Proposition 3.41, and let g, be the 
three-dimensional split semisimple Lie algebra spanned by hi ) ei i andfi (see the 
beginning of Section 2). Since ai j 1 = 0, we see that hi E a and that Be, is a non- 
zero multiple of fi . Also, 01~ is a restricted root as well as a root, and lies in .Z . 
Sow ei lies in the restricted root space g&i, and the fact that [eE , Be,] is a nonzero 
multiple of hi implies that hi = lzai and that ei is B,-nonisotropic (see [6(a)> 
Lemma 3.3]). Hence in this case, hi ) ed ,Ji , and gi may be taken as the h, , e, , 
f m, and of the last paragraph, for y = cxi . 
xow is &stable. Let k, = k i? g, , pm = p i7 g, , a, = a f7 g, , 
n EL > and U, = u n g, Then (g, , 0 ! g,) is a semisimple symmet 
algebra with symmetric decomposition g, = m @ pu; k, = k(e, - 
hiz, 0 k(e, - &,>; a, = kh, is a sphtting Cartan subspace of 
and is the centralizer of a, in k,; U, = ke,; p j a, is a restricted r 
respect to a, which forms a system of positive restricted roots; and g, -Z 
m 3 a, @ tr., is the associated Pvvasawa decomposition, 
EFIX\‘iTION. A k,-module X is called spheriral if A% f 0, where rbe 
superscript denotes the space of invariants. 
Proof. Suppose that R, is spherical. Then R7, contains a nonzero vector 
annihilated by k, , which is a Cartan subalgebra of m Extending the field if 
necessary, we get an m-dimensional irreducible module for a three-dimensional 
simple Lie algebra such that a $&t&g Caratn subalgebra admits a nonzero 
invariant vector. This implies that m is odd. 
Conversely, suppose that m is odd, and let (~‘,_r , CU,,~+~ ,... 1 ‘L’-(,-~$ be a ba& 
of R, such that Djj is an eigenvector for action of ii, with eigenvalue 2.j 
(j = m - 1, m - 2,..., -(m - I)). Since is spanned by ea; f Be, , and Or,, 
is a nonzero multiple ofj0 , it is obvious that a nonzero k,-invariant vector in I??,; 
can be constructed by taking a Iinear combination of the ‘ui of the form 
C,-~~,,. 1 + C,,$,-3 + CT&$??-5 + ... + “-(m-])W-(m-1) for suitable Cj E k. 
QZ.E D. 
The nest two results, which relate a, to finite-dimensional irreducible 
g-modules, are immediate. 
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highest weight p E P, and let Y,, E R be a highest weight vector. Then the g,-submodule 
R, of R generated by Y,, is the Jinite-dimensional irreducible g,module with highest 
h,-eigenvalue p(h,), which must lie in Z, . In particular, the restriction to a of an 
element of P lies in Pz (see Lemma 3.6). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let p E P, and’ let zu,, be a highest we&ht vector generating 
V”(u). Then the g,-submodule V, of V”(u) generated by wO is the Verma module for 
g, with highest h,-eigenvalue p(h,) E Z, . The image of V, under the natural map 
T: F’(u) -+ R = VM(G)/Irn o (see Proposition 2.4) is the g,-module R, in Proposi- 
tion 3.9. In particular, ffh+l . wO lies in Im o and in fact generates the g,-sub- 
module V, n Im u of V, . 
We now come to the point-the reason for introducing the subalgebras g, . 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let R be the finite-dimensional irreducible g-module with 
highest weight p E P, and suppose that ,u ] 1 = 0. Then p(h,) E Z, , and the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
6) PPJ E 22,; 
(ii) the g,-module R, defined in Proposition 3.9 is spherical; 
(iii) (yO ,fgCh+ . w,,) = 0, where yO , w. and (., *) are as in Proposi- 
tion 3.3. 
Proof. The fact that p(hJ EZ+ is contained in Proposition 3.9, and the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Propositions 3.8 and 3.9. 
Now (y,, , w,,> f 0. In fact, (yO , w,,} = 0 would imply 
0 =(K.y,,AU.w,,) =(y,,,KAU.w,) 
= {yo > G * wo> = (yo , IJ”9, 
a contradiction. (G, K, A, and U are the obvious universal enveloping algebras.) 
Let V, be the g,-submodule of V M(u) defined in Proposition 3.10, and let 
5 E V,* be the linear functional which takes v E V, to (yO , v). The fact that 
<yO, wJ # 0 implies that 5 # 0. Also, 5 is k,-invariant. By Propositions 2.5 
and 3.2 applied to g, in place of g, 5 is the unique (up to scalar multiple) k,- 
invariant in V,*. Let us apply Proposition 3.3 to g, in place of g, and R, in 
place of R. Then 5, f, , ~(Jz,), and w0 play the roles of y,, , fi , p(hJ, and w,, , 
respectively. We conclude that RQ is spherical if and only if J(f~(h~p)+l * w,,) = 0, 
i.e., if and only if (iii) holds. Q.E.D. 
The main result of this section is now easy: 
THEOREM 3.12 (cf. [9, Theorem 3.3.1.11). Let R be the ftnite-dimensional 
irreducible g-module with highest weight p E P. Then dim Rk < 1, and the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) R is spherical (Le., dim Rk = 1); 
(ii) p E 2P, , i.e., p vanishes on the Cartan subalgebra 1 of and pfh,) E 22, 
fix all y E 27+ (cf. Lemma 3.6); 
(iii) p oanishes on 1 a&for all simple voots a:i (i E {I, . . , I>) vanishing on 1: 
we have p(hi) E 22, . 
il/lbreover, 2Pz C P, so that the set of highest weights of SphericalJinife-de~s~~~~~ 
irreducible g-modules is precisely 2Pz . This set is exactly the set of nonnegative eae~ 
integral lizear combinations of the basis elements A, ,‘.., A, of a” defined b$oi,e 
Lemma 3.6. 
Proof. Proposition 3.3 implies that dim Rk < 1. 
(i) =z (ii) F’ us note that ,LL ! I = 0 (Proposition 3.3). Let cp E L’+ . Then by t 
reposition 3.10, fp)+l . w. E Im CT, and so ( y0 , j$%+l wO> = CB by Proposi- 
tion 3.3. Thus ~(Iz,) E 22, from Proposition 3.11 ((iii) 3 (i)) 
(ii} 3 (iii) is clear from the Remark after Lemma 3.7. 
(iii) 3 (i) Let c+ be a simple root vanishing on 1. My the Remark after 
Lemma 3.7, Proposition 3.11 is applicable to hi and ,fj in place of h, and jQ i 
Thus (i) * (iii) in that proposition implies that ( y0 1 jy(hi)fl . wO> = 0. Hence R 
is spherical by Proposition 3.4. 
‘Ihus the equivalence of the three conditions is proved, and the rest is a 
consequence of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. Q.E.D. 
Two “extreme” cases are worth isolating (cf. the Remark below): 
COROLLARY 3.13. Suppose the Carfan subspace a is a Cartan subalgebra of 
g (i.e., = 0). Then the highest weights of the spherical ~~~te-~~~~.e~s~o~~~ 
irreducible g-modules constitute the set 2P. 
COROLLARY 3.14 (cf. Corollary 3.5). supp ose thu t no simple yoot cyi (i E ( 1,. *. ( 11) 
zlanishes on 1. Then the highest weights of the sphe~?;calJinite-ce~s~Qna1 ikre&cibie 
-modules constitute the set (p E P 1 p vanishes on I}, and this is exact& the se% 
2pz. 
Remark. Corollary 3.13 is precisely the case in which eaery simple rooj: 
o! r )..., aI vanishes on 1. 
4. THE FOURIER EXPANSION OF THE k-INVARIANT 
Retain the notation and assumptions of Section 3. Let R be a spherical finite- 
dimensional irreducible g-module, r+ E R a nonzero -invariant. The goa! of 
this section is to obtain an important limitation on the “Fourier components” of 
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the expansion of Y* in terms of the weight space decomposition of R. For this, 
we use the finite group F in the form in which it is introduced in [6(b), Sect. 61. 
The only results from [6(b)] that we shall need are easy and are independent 
of the main results of [6(b)]. 
Let F be the group of Lie algebra automorphisms of g consisting of those 
automorphisms which act as the identity on m @ a and as either +l or -1 on 
the restricted root space gm for each 9) E 2. Then F is abelian of order 2% 
(rz = dim a), and is in fact the product of n two-element groups l6(b), Proposi- 
tion 6.11. 
Notation. For an F-module V, let VF denote the space of F-invariants (i.e., 
elements fixed byF) in V. For a g-module U and X E a*, let UQ) be the associated 
restricted weight space {U E U / a . u = X(a)u for all a E a). (The purpose of the 
parentheses is to distinguish this from the notation for h-weight spaces; see 
Section 2.) When we use this notation with U = G, we refer to natural adjoint 
action of g on G. 
F acts naturally as a group of automorphisms of G, by unique extension of its 
action on g. Then G is the direct sum of its character spaces for F, and we have: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be the subgroup of a” generated by 22’. Then GF = 
plnEL Gcn, , and the sum of the character spaces of G for nont&ial characters ofF is 
LLAL 6) . 
(See [6(b), Proposition 6.21 and its proof.) 
DEFINITION. Let g, be an F-invariant subalgebra of g, and let G, C G be the 
universal enveloping algebra of g, . A (G, , F)-module is a Gr-module V which is 
also an F-module, such that f . (g . ZJ) = (f *g) . (f ’ ZJ) for all fcF, g EGO , 
and v E V. (It is sufficient to check this condition for g E g, .) 
DEFINITION. In the same notation, define the algebra GJF] to be G, @ k[F] 
as a vector space (here k[F] is the group algebra of F), with multiplication 
determined by the condition (g @f)(g’ Of’) = g(f . g’) Off’ for all g, g’ E G, 
and f, .f’ E F. This makes G,[F] a well-defined associative algebra with identity 
1 @ 1 and with subalgebras G, and K[F]. (In fact, G,[F] is the smash product of 
the algebra 6, with the bialgebra k[F], in the sense of [S, p. 1551.) 
Remark [6(b), Proposition 6.31. The (G, , F)-modules may be naturally 
identified with the G,[F]-modules. 
Fix h E h* such that A / 1 = 0. Then X E P, , and so we can form the g-module 
V@(h) induced from the one-dimensional ps = m @ a @u-module M(A) on 
which m and ct act trivially, and on which a acts via the scalar multiplications 
determined by h j a. Recall that VM(I) = G @es M(X), P, being the universal 
enveloping algebra of ps . NowF clearly preserves ps , and when F is made to act 
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trivially on M(X), ,U(X) clearly b ecomes a (pS , F)-module. We may thus define 
the corresponding induced (6, Q-module 
I@“’ = G[F] @p#] M(h). 
The second Remark after Proposition 6.6 in [6(b)] implies: 
LEMNIA 4.2. There is a natural g-module ~sol~zo~~h~s~ (zlnigue up to ~omero 
scalar multiple) between VWcnJ and V$‘lA’. 
We sha!I thus identify these two modules. 
pJoq, p(h) is clearly the direct sum of its restricted weight spaces and is also 
the direct sum of its character spaces for F. Lemma 4.1 easily yields (cf. [6(b), 
Proposition 6.41): 
I,E;LIMA 4.3. Let L- CL C a* be the set OJ ?zonnegative even ~~lte~~~~ hkeaz 
combinations of the elements of Z._ . Then 
(We are identifying X with h j a E a*.) Moreoaer, the sum of the character spaces of 
VA”“) jo”br nontrivial characters of F is LIIvea*-L_(V!~J(h))(n-v) . 
Recall that the coinduced g-module Y”(-A) is naturally isomorphic to the 
contragredient g-module (V A~(~))* (Propositions 2.5 and 3.2). Now the dual of an 
F-module has a natural contragredient F-moduie structure, and it is easy to see 
the contragredient actions of g and F, 
Qmodule. In particular, YI”(-A) is a ( 
LEMMA 4.4. Fpreserves k. 
Proof. For each g, E Z and ~EF, J acts as the same scalar (either +l or ---1) 
on gm as on Bg” = g-a (see the proof of [6(b), Proposition 6.31. Since k is spanned 
bY and elements of the form e + Be where e E g@ for some p E Z:, we see that F 
preserves k. Q.E.D. 
‘LEMMA 4.5. Let y. be a genlator of the one-dimensional space jY,‘*(-,i))k (see 
Proposition 3.2). Then yO is jixed by every element qf .F. 
Pux~, Denoting by (a, -) the natural pairing between Y-+*(--h) and V*A’f;A)j 
we observe that yO is the unique (up to scalar muhiple) nonzero element of 
YM(--h) such that (yO , k . V”(n)) = 0. Let w,, be a highest weight vector 
generating yivfcn). Then wO is fixed by every element of F, and (yO , ZL$ f 0, as 
in the proof of Proposition 3.11. Now for aI1 f EF, 
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using Lemma 4.4. Thusf * y0 is a multiple of y0 , But 
and so f * y0 must equal y,, . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let h E h* be such that X 1 1 = 0, let y0 be a generator of the 
one-dimensional space ( Y”(+ k ) (see Proposition 3.2), denote by (a, *) the natural 
pairing between Y”(-n) and VM(n), and let L, C a* C h* be the set of nonnegative 
even integral linear combinations of the elements of .Z+ . Then for every v E h* - L, , 
we have (yO , (V”(A)),-,) = 0. (H ere the subscript indicates the weight space for 
h, as in Section 2.) 
Proof. Just combine Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, and note that each restricted weight 
space of VAdch) is the direct sum of its intersections with the weight spaces of 
VM(A). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Note that the group F does not enter into the statement of Corollary 
4.6. We are now finished using F. 
Remark. Corollary 4.6 provides an alternative proof of the implication 
(iii) * (i) in Theorem 3.12: In the notation of Theorem 3.12(iii) and of Proposi- 
tion 3.4, @(hi) E 277,. implies that f :@)+I . w0 E VM(u) has weight p - mai , where 
m is a positive odd integer. Since mcti $L, t Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 3.4 
give the result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let ,u E 2Pz, R the spherical finite-dimensional irreducible 
g-module with highest weight ,u (see Theorem 3.12), Y* a nonzero k-invariant in the 
contragredient module R*, and Y E h* - L, (see Corollary 4.6). Then Y* vanishes 
on the weight space R,-, . 
Proof. Take h = p in Corollary 4.6, and recall that R = V*(u)/Im u and 
that <y. , Im o) = 0 (Proposition 3.3). The induced action ofy, on R agrees with 
the action of Y* on R (up to nonzero scalar multiple). Now just apply Corollary 
4.6. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.8. In the notation of Lemma 4.7, let Y,, be a highest weight vector of R 
and r,’ a lowest weight vector of R. Then <r *, rO> f 0 and (Y*, r,‘) # 0. 
Proof. Just apply the usual argument, as in the proof of Proposition 3.11; 
for yo’ use the decomposition G = KAU- (U- th e universal enveloping algebra 
of u-) in place of the decomposition G = KAU. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let f~ E 2P,, R the spherical jinite-dimensional irreducible 
g-module with highest weight p, y’ E h* the lowest wezkht of R, and Y.+ E R the 
unique (up to scalar multiple) nonxero k-invariant (see Theorem 3.12). For all 
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*, let (Y*), be the component of I,.+ in R, with respect to the weight space decom- 
positim of R. Then (Y*)~ + 0; (Y&T # 0; and jr*), = 0 udess v - pr EL, 
(see Corollary 4.6). In particular, i* - EL’ EL+ , and (r,),, = 0 unless p - v EL+ I 
PYQJ$. For v E h*, the weight space (R*)” of R* vanishes on the weight 
space R, if X E X # --II; and (R*)” is nonsingularly paired to R-, . Hence our 
result for R* in place of R follows immediately from the last two lemmas. 
* is a completely arbitrary spherical finite-dimensional irreducible ~-mod~~~e. 
Q.E.D. 
emark. Xote that Proposition 4.9 immediately implies the assertions of 
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8. 
5. THE POLYNOMIAL RESTRICTION THEQREM 
Our algebraic proof of Chevalley’s polynomial restriction theorem will require 
futher information about spherical finite-dimensional irreducible 
and for this, we shall use the part of the restriction theorem ahead 
[6(a)]. So it is appropriate to state the theorem now and to begin the proof> 
which will be completed in Section 7. 
Let g = k @ p be the symmetric decomposition of a semisimple symmetric Lie 
algebra over a field k of characteristic zero, a C p a splitting Cartan subspace, 
and WC Aut a* the corresponding restricted Weyl group (see [6(a), Sect. 4)~ 
55’ may be defined as follows: Since the Killing form of g is nonsingular on a 
[S(a), Lemma 2.21, we get a natural nonsingular symmetric bilinear form (., ,) 
on a* together with an isometry from a* to a. Let X, be the image in a of q~ E 2;, 
where .Z C a* is the set of restricted roots. By [$(a), Lemma 2.21, (cp, q) -+ 14. 
Define Zz, = 2x,/(v, 9) E a, so that I = 2. The Weyi r&ection of with 
respect ta, q~ is the automorphism which takes X E a* to X - h(h,)y, and is the 
group of isometries of a* generated by these reflections. 
For a finite-dimensional vector space V over k, denote by S(V) the symmetric 
algebra of V’. Since k is infinite, S(P) is naturally isomorphic to the algebra of 
polynomial functions on I’, the isomorphism taking the symmetric algebra 
productjrlr,f, ...JT of elements fi of V* to the corresponding productfJa 11. fT of 
functions on V. We shall identify S( V*) with the algebra of polynomial functions 
on Y. 
Now k acts on p, hence on p* by contragredience, and thus on ,!T( 
unique extension by derivations. Denote by S(p*)” the algebra of 
ction of Won a* by linear automorphisms extends uniquely to an action of 
S(a*) by algebra automorphisms; let S(a*)w be the algebra of IV-invariants. 
F: S(p*) + s(a*> the restriction homomorphism, and iet 
The restriction theorem states: 
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THEOREM 5.1 (cf. [3(a), p. 430, Theorem 6.101). F, is an algebra isomorphism 
from S(p*)k onto S(a*)W. 
Now the injectivity of F, and the fact that F,(S(P*)~) C S(a*)W have been 
established in [6(a), Th eorem 3. I]; what remains to be proved is the surjectivity. 
Let m be the centralizer of a in k, and let 1 be a Cartan subalgebra of m; 
then h = 1 @ a is a Cartan subalgebra of g. To prove the surjectivity, it is 
clearly sufficient to do so with K replaced by any field extension of itself. Replace 
K by an extension such that the corresponding extension of h is a splitting Cartan 
subalgebra of the extension of g. Then all the hypotheses of Section 3 hold, and 
so we are free to use all of the results and notation in Sections 3 and 4. 
DEFINITION. For all ,U f 2P, (see Lemma 3.6) and j E Z, , definefjfi E S(p*) 
as follows. Let I? be the spherical finite-dimensional irreducible g-module with 
highest weight ,u (see Theorem 3.12), let r* E R be a nonzero k-invariant, and let 
Y* be a nonzero k-invariant in the (spherical finite-dimensional irreducible) 
g-module R*. Denoting by (P*), the p-component of yy: with respect to the weight 
space decomposition of R, we have (Y*, (P*)~) # 0 by Proposition 4.9, (., +) 
being the natural pairing. Hence we may assume that (P*, (r&J = 1. Then 
fju is the homogeneous polynomial function of degree j on p such that for all 
x Ep, fJyx> = <r*, xj . Y*), where xi is in the universal enveloping algebra G. 
Note that fj@ is independent of P* and P* , subject to the indicated normalization. 
Also, it is clear that fj" is in fact a homogeneous polynomial function of degreej; 
to see this, expand x in terms of a basis of p. 
It will turn out that as p and j vary, the fj” span So (see Theorem 7.5). 
LEMMA 5.2. FOP all ,U E 2P, and j E Z, , fj” G So. 
PPOO~. Let Tj be the space of symmetric tensors in @ (p*) = (@j p)*. Then 
Tj is a k-module in a natural way, and the natural map w from Tj into S(p”) 
is a k-module isomorphism onto the jth symmetric power Sj(p*) of p*. Now 
fj” ES(P*), d t an i is sufficient to show that g = w-lfju is a k-invariant in Tj. But 
g is the element of (@j p)* such that 
for all x1 ,..., xj E p ; rr ranges through the symmetric group of { 1,. . . , j>. Hence for 
all y E k, 
since y . Y* = y+~.+ =O.Thusy.g=O. Q.E.D. 
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Since F,(S(pv)“i) C S(a*)w, the last lemma implies: 
LEMMA 5.3, For all p E 2, andj E Z, , F&fju) t A’(ayjw. 
This result will be used in the next section to obtain deeper information on 
spherica! finite-dimensional irreducible modules 
6. SPHERICAL CHARACTERS 
Retain the notation and assumptions of Sections 3, 4 and the last part of 
section 5. 
Denote by ,%[a*] the group algebra of the abehan group a”, and for ail 
h E a”, let e” be the corresponding element of R[a*j. Then eAfv = &P for ail 
X, v E a”, and 8 = 1 in k[a*]. Moreover, the restricted WeyJ group W (see 
Section 5} acts in a natural way as a group of algebra automorphisms of /~[a*], 
by unique linear extension of its action on a*. In par&x&r, Weh = e”‘A for al! 
w E w and A. E a”. 
DEFIKITICK. Let p E 2Px and let R be the spherical finite-dimensionai 
irreducible g-module with highest weight ,U (see Theorem 3.12). Let Y* E R and 
1’” E Ii* be nonzero k-invariants. For each no G *: define (Y,,)~ to be the v-com- 
ponent of Y, with respect to the weight space decomposition of R, Normalize T* 
and T* so that (T*, (Y*)~) = 1, as in the defmition of~>u in Section 5. ‘knen the 
spherical chzracter &,I? of R is the element of k[a”J de&-red by the formula 
Xote that this sum is finite, and that ch, pi is independent of rr and T* ) subject 
to the indicated normalization. 
By Proposition 4.9, we have immediately: 
LEMMA 6. I. In the above notation, ch, 
c, = 0 unless ,u - v EL,; c, = 1; and cu’ # 0, where p’ is the IozLiest r*.eigfat oJ 
The next observation is obvious from the definitions: 
~EMIIBI.4 6.2. FVrite ch, R = .!&c,e* as in. the last lemma. Z&n fog all a E 
andj E Z_ , fp(a) = &,*cvv(a))i (see Section 5). 
We next use Lemma 5.3 to establish the following basic fact: 
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implies that for all a E a andj E Z, ,&‘(u) =fjt;:“(sua), i.e., zl,,,,(c, - cwV) V(a)j = 0. 
by Lemma 6.2. At this point, let us regard S(a) as the algebra of polynomial 
functions on a*. Then .j E S(a) is the function which takes v E a* to y(a)j, and 
so the last equation becomes &,:,,,(c, - cwy) &(v) = 0. But as a E a and j E Z, 
vary, the powers uj span S(a) (see for example [6(a), Lemma 3.5(G)]). Hence 
~“,,&V - CW”)P(~) = 0 f or all polynomial functions p on a*. Since the point 
evaluations at a finite set of distinct points of a* form a linearly independent set 
of linear functionals on S(a), we conclude that c, = c,, for all v E a*. But then 
w(ch, R) = ch, R. Q.E.D. 
We now set up a bit more notation to obtain a general fact about W-orbits. Let 
ho* be the rational span of the set d of roots in h, and recall (Section 3) that 
aQ* is the rational span of .Z in a*, which we regard in the usual canonical way 
as a subspace of h*. Then Jzo* = ao* @ (1” n ha*), h* = hQ* @,c Fz, and 
a* = aQ* @a k [6(a), Lemma 2.11. Recall (Section 3) that (,, *) is the natural 
form on h* induced by the Killing form of g. Let D = {V E ho* j (v, 9) 3 0 for 
all 9 E O,}, the set of dominant linear forms (with respect to d+) in ho*; and 
similarly, let Dr be the set of dominant linear forms (with respect to Z+) in ao*. 
Then P C D and Pz C Oz. It is clear that Dz C D. Let W, be the Weyl group of g 
with respect to h, so that W, may be regarded as a group of isometries of hQ*. 
Now for all w E W, there exists w’ E W, such that w’ preserves ao* and 
agrees with w on ao* (see [9, Lemma 1.1.3.5 or Proposition 1.1.3.31). Since the 
most general (closed) Weyl chamber in ao* (with respect to 2) is of the form 
w& , which is contained in w’D, we see that every Weyl chamber in ae* is 
contained in some Weyl chamber in h q* (with respect to 0). We have thus 
proved: 
PROPOSITION 6.4 (cf. [3(b), p. 5997). T wo elements of aQ* aye conjugate under 
W, if and only if they aye conjugate under W. That is, the W-orbits in aQ* are 
precisely the nonempty intersections with aQ* of the WO-orbits in hQ*. 
An extremal weight of a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module is a W,,- 
transform of its highest weight. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3, the last proposition 
gives : 
LEMMA 6.5. In the notation ofLemma 6.1, c, = 1 for every extremal weight v 
of R such that v E a*. Such weights constitute the W-orbit of p, and include cc’. 
Summarizing the above lemmas, we have: 
THEOREM 6.6. Let p E 2P, and let R be the spherical Jinite-dimensional 
&reducible g-module with highest weight p,. Then the spherical character chs R of R 
is a W-invariant element of k[a*]. Furthermore, write ch, R = Z,,ea*c,,eY (cy E k). 
Then c,, = 1 for every extremal weight Y of R such that v E a*, including p and the 
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lowest weight of& and c, = 0 unless p - Y &ii, (see Curaila~y 4.6). The e~tYe,~al 
weights of I? lying in a* constitute the W-orbit of p. 
7. PR00F 0F THE RESTRICTION THEOREM 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.1 (the surjectivity) is just an imitation of the 
Kostant-Steinberg-Varadarajan proof of Chevalley’s polynomial restriction 
theorem for Cartan subalgebras (cf. [I, Section 7.33 or [4, See&r, 23.11). 
DEFIXITION. For fG S(a*) or SE k[a*], 1 et Symf denote the SUM of the 
distinct W-conjugates off. 
emark. It is clear that SyrnSE S(a*)” for all JE &‘(a*>, and Sym S is a 
IV-invariant in K[a*] for al! fG k[a”]. 
I%x$. By Lemma 3.6, 2Pz is a Zariski dense subset of a*. Hence the powers 
$ ([A E 2&, j E Z+) span S(a*) ( see, for example, [6(a), Lemma 3.5(ii)]). The 
lemma is now obvious. .E.D. 
DEFINITIONS. Recall thatL (Lemma 4.1) is the subgroup of a* generated by 
22, and that .LT CL (Corollary 4.6) is the set of nonnegative even integral linear 
combinations of elements of Z+ . Let I = (v E a* / v(h,) t 22 for all rf2 E Z’>, so 
that 2P, C I (cf. Lemma 3.6). Define a partial ordering on a* by asserting that 
v<p(pIvEa”)ifp-vvEL+. 
The elementary properties of roots and weights in abstract root systems imply: 
kvWlA 7.2. We have: 
(1) ECI. 
(2) &ery element C-III is W-conjugate to an element 0J 2Pz . 
(3) Fur all p E: 2P,, (v E 2P, 1 v < p) is finite. 
We now have: 
LEMMA 7.3. Let p E 2P, and j E 7, , j > 0. Then F,(fjgi) (see Section 5) is qf 
the fom 
F,(fp) = Sym i*i + &:yc, Sym 9, 
where v rafzges through (v E 2P, j v < I* and v f fi;>, and c, E k. Also, FS(fFu) is a 
nonzeyo element of k. 
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Proof. Let R be the spherical finite-dimensional irreducible module with 
highest weight p. By Theorem 6.6, ch, R = &u,EIL-L,cvev, where c, = I, c,, E k 
and c,, = c, for all w E W. Thus parts (1) and (2) of the last lemma imply that 
ch, R = Sym eu $ &,c, Sym ev, 
where v is as in the statement of the present lemma. Now just apply Lemma 6.2. 
Q.E.D. 
For all p E 2Pz, let np be the number of elements in (V E 2P, i v < ,u} (see 
Lemma 7.2(3)). By induction on n, , Lemma 7.3 implies: 
LEMMA 7.4. Let p E 2P, and j ET&. Then Sym ,u? = I is a mult$b of 
F,(foLL), and if j > 0, 
where v ranges through (v E 2Pz [ v < ,u and v # ,u), and d, E k. 
Lemmas 7.1 and 7.4 show that s(a*)W is spanned by elements of the form 
F,(f,w), where p E 2P, and j E iz, . Hence F, is surjective, and the proof of 
Theorem 5.1 is complete. The injectivity in Theorem 5.1 also yields: 
THEOREM 7.5. As p ranges through 2P, and j ranges through Z, , the elements 
fj@ (see Section 5) span S(p*)k. 
8. SURJECTIVITY OF THE HARISH-CFIANDRA HOMOMORPHISM AND 
SOME CONSEQUENCES 
Let k, g, k, p, a, Z, and W be as in the statement of Theorem 5.1. Choose a 
positive system Z+. C 2: and let I.Z = UrncZ:, g m so that g has Iwasawa decomposi- , 
tion g = k @ a @u [6(a), Lemma 2.61. Denoting by G, K, A, and U the 
corresponding universal enveloping algebras, we have a natural linear isomor- 
phism G _N K @ A @ U, giving rise to the decomposition G = A @ (kG -+ Gu) 
(see [6(a), Section 41). Let p: G --z A be the corresponding projection. Similarly, 
let 4: G + A be the projection with respect to the decomposition G = 
A @ [Gk + uG). 
Let 6 = izrnsX+ (dim gm) p E a*, and let 7 be the unique algebra automorphism 
of A which takes a E a to a - S(a). Now the group W of automorphisms of a* 
acts on a by contragredience, and by unique extension, W acts on A as a group 
of algebra automorphisms. Let AW be the algebra of W-invariants in A. 
Denote by Gk the centralizer of k in G. Let p, be the map (T 0 p) ! Gk: Gk 4 A, 
and let qx be the map (T-I 0 4) j Gk: Gk --f A. 
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Let g F+ gt denote the transpose antiautomorphism 
hism which is -1 on g. Then for all 3s’ E
~-“(a) = (~(a”))“. H ence we have the following result? which 
enables us to transfer properties of p, and q* back and forth: 
IkQPOsITIOPj 8.1. For all XEGk: q*(x) = (P*(xtv. 
TP‘he main theorem states: 
%IEOREM 8.2 (cf. [Z, p. 260, Theorem I]). The maps p, and q* are buth 
algebra l~omomo~ph~s~f~om Gk onto AW, each with kernel 
Proof. The assertions about q* follow from those about p, , by ~ro~os~t~o~ 
8.1. For everything but the surjectivity of p, , see [6(a), Sect. 41. The surjectivity 
sily (in the present generality) from Theorem 5.1 and the fact 
w, just as in Harish-Chandra’s original. proof; the argument is a 
on degree and uses the symmetrization mapping (see [2, p. 263] 
or [3(a), p. 431]). Q.E.D. 
rotation. The isomorphism from Gk/Gk n w induced by p, 
(resp., qWJ shall also be denotedp, (resp., q*). 
CoRotLAav 8.3. The algebras So (de$ned izz the obvious way), “>” and 
= Gk/Gk n kG are all isomorphic to the polynomial ebra on 
icaliy independent generators. 
st combine Theorems 5.1 and 8.2 with Chevalley’s theorem on 
finite groups generated by reflections (cf. [I, 11.1.14]). QED. 
COROLLARY 8.4. For all h E a*, define the ~ornorno~~h~~~~ p, (resp., qi\) firm 
k to k to be p, (resp., q.+> f 11 o owed by evaluation at h (~de~t~f~i~g 
with the algebra of polynomial functions on a*). Then: 
(1) For A, p E a”, p, = p, (resp., qA = qJ if and only if h E IV+ 
(2) If k is algebj,aica& closed, then every ko~~o~o~pk~s~~ from “n 
into k is of the foyrn p, (resp., qJ fey some X f a*. 
E%oof (I) Cse the proof of [I, Proposition 7.4.71. 
(2) Use the proof of [I, Proposition 7.4.81. Q.E.D. 
EFINITIONS. Call a g-module X spherical if Xk f stricti?y spherical if 
X” = I, where the superscript denotes the spat invariants. De-line 
the ~~~~~~es~rn~~ spherical functioti of a stri spherical module X to be the 
scalar-valued homomorphism on Gk/Gk n inched by the actior?, of this 
algebra on Xk. 
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Since k is reductive in g [l, Proposition 1.13.31, we have by /7, Theorem 5.51 
(cf. also [l, ThCoreme 9.1.121): 
PROPOSITION 8.5. There is a natural bijection between the set of equivalence 
classes of strictly spherical irreducible g-modules and the set of scalar-valued 
homomorphisms of Gk/Gk n Gk. The correspondence associates to a strictly spherical 
iryed&ible module its infinitesimal spherical function. 
THEOREM 8.6. If k is a2gebyaically closed, then every irreducible Gk/Gk n Gk- 
module is one dimensional. In particular, every spherical irreducible g-module is 
strictly spherical, and Corollary 8.4 provides a natural bijection between the set of 
equivalence classes of spherical irreducible g-modules and the set of W-orbits in a*. 
PYOO~. By [l, Proposition 1.7.101, the graded algebra associated with the 
natural filtration of the algebra Gk is commutative and finitely generated. 
Hence by [l, Lemme 2.6.41 (Quillen’s lemma), the commuting ring of any 
irreducible Gk-module is algebraic over k, and hence equals k, since k is 
algebraically closed. The commutativity of Gk/Gk n Gk (Theorem 8.2) now 
implies the first assertion of the theorem. [7, Theorem 5.51 (or [I, ThCoreme 
9.1.121) thus shows that every spherical irreducible g-module is strictly spherical, 
and the rest of the theorem follows from Corollary 8.4 and Proposition 8.5. 
Q.E.D. 
Assume now that the field k is “large enough” so that the hypothesis of 
Section 3 holds-that h = 1 @ a is a splitting Cartan subalgebra of g. We shall 
now construct the strictly spherical irreducible g-modules with infinitesimal 
spherical functions of the form q,, (A E a*). 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Let h E a*, extend X to h* by making it vanish 0~11, and let y,, 
span the k-invariant subspace of the strictly spherical g-module Y”(-n) (see 
Proposition 3.2). Then G . yO is jinitely semisimple (see Section 2) as a k-module. 
Let T be the sum of all the G-submodules of G * y,, not containing yO , so that T 
does not contain y. , and Z, = G * y,,IT is G-&educible. Then Z, is the unique 
(up to equivalence) strictly spherical irreducible g-module with infinitesimal spherical 
function q-(n+a) . Moreover, Z, N Z, (A, p E a*) if and only if h + 6 E W(p + 8). 
If TV E 2P,, then Z, is equivalent to the spherical Jinite-dimensional irreducible 
g-module with lowest weight -p (cf. Theorem 3.12), and all the spherical finite- 
dimensional irreducible g-modules arise in this way. Finally, if k is algebraically 
closed, the Z,, (A E a*) exhaust the strictly spherical irreducible g-modules, up to 
equivalence. 
Proof. Since k is reductive in g, G is finitely semisimple under k, and thus 
G my,, is also. The G-irreducibility of Z, is clear. The infinitesimal spherical 
function of Z, is the same as that of YA4ca). To compute this, let ws be a highest 
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weight vector generating VMcn) and let (., ~) be the natural pairing between 
YiVcmn) and V~+f(n) (see Propositions 2.5 and 3.2). Then (yO , wO> + 
proof of Proposition 3.11, and the fact that the infinitesimal spherical function of 
Y-V1(-x) is q++a) is now straightforward from the definitions. Corollary 8.4(l) 
implies the condition for the equivalence of Z, and 2, , Corollary X.4(2) gives the 
last assertion of the proposition, and the statements about the 
dimensional irreducible modules follow from Theorem 3.12 and 
and 3.3. QED. 
We can now prove the following result, obtained originally by Harish--Ghan&a 
in the context of Lie groups (see [2, p. 263, footnote 201); we shall use the 
approach of [I, p. 2321: 
TIiEOREM 8.8. The maps p, and q* aYe i%Lfependenc 0J" th? choice Qj the 
positive system Z+ C .Z used in their dejinition. 
J%x$ The most general positive system in 2 is of the form wZ+ for some 
u! E W. Let 6’ denote the analog of 6 for w.Z+ . By [6(a), Lemma 2.51, we have 
6’ = ws. Let p*2” and 4%" denote the maps p, and q* defined using the positive 
system WE, in place of Z+; for h E a*, define pp and qhN' correspondingly. By 
Proposition 8.1, it is sufficient to show that q.+ = qhfL', and by extending the field 
if necessary, we may assume for this purpose that the hypothesis of ProposG 
tion 8.7 holds. Let p E 2P,, and let R be the spherical finite-dimensional 
irreducible g-module with lowest weight -p (Theorem 3.12). Choose w’ c IV0 
such that w’ preserves ao* and agrees with w on a. Q* (see Section 4). Then with 
respect to the w’-transform of the given positive system of 
-Z+L is the lowest weight of R. Proposition 8.7, applied to both Z+ and c(;Z;. ) 
now implies that R has infinitesimal spherical function equal to q-c,+) I:= 
q-s.U+s) (using the fact that Im q.+ C AW) and also equal to qlLftmU,S,I = qzc’,Lo(r*+d’j ~ 
But by Lemma 3.6, (-w(p + 8) 1 p E 2Pz) is a Zariski dense subset of 
conclude that 4% = qk1". Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
Were we shall briefly indicate how the classical proof [3(a), pp. 433~-434 
of the polynomial restriction theorem can be modified to give the theorem in the 
generality of Theorem 5.1 above. 
In the notation of Theorem 5.1, we assume that F, is known to map S( 
injectively into S(a * ) w. We want to prove the s-urjectivity, and we may assume 
that the field K is algebraically closed. 
For all x E p, Iet T, = (ad ~)a 1 p. The characteristic polynomial of T, is of the 
form 
det(X - T,) = AT + p,-l(x) Ar-l - ~ .. + pn(x)hgL, 
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where h is an indeterminate, Y = dim p, n = dim a, and the pj are polynomial 
functions on p. Let K be the irreducible algebraic subgroup of the &joint group 
of g corresponding to ad,k (cf. [I, 1.13.131). Then the pj are clearly K-invariant 
polynomial functions on p, and hence they lie in S(p*))h-. Thus the proof of 
[3(a), p. 433, Lemma 6.191 shows that ,S(a*) is integral over ImF, . 
If f, g E So and f = gq where q E S(p*), then q E S(p*)k; this follows 
easily from the semisimplicity of S(p*) as a k-module (cf. [3(a), p. 433, Lemma 
6.171). The fact that So is integrally closed now follows exactly as in the proof 
of [3(a) Lemma 6.18, p. 4331. Hence Im F, is integrally closed. 
Let x E ao* (see Section 6) and y E a*, and suppose that f(x) = f(y) for all 
f E ImF, . We claim that x and y are w-conjugate (cf. [3(a), p. 433, Lemma 
6.201). To see this, note first that g(z) = g(y) for all g E S(g*)g (using the 
obvious notation). By Chevalley’s polynomial restriction theorem for Cartan 
subalgebras [l, ThCoreme 7.3.5(i)], the restriction map to the Cartan subalgebra 
h = 1 @ a of g takes S(g*)g onto the space of I&‘,,-invariants in S(h*), where JV, 
is the Weyl group of g with respect to h (cf. Section 6). Hence x and y are 
IV,-conjugate (see the proof of [l, Proposition 7.4.71). In particular, y E ao*, 
and so Proposition 6.4 implies that x and y are w-conjugate. This proves the 
claim. 
The Galois theory argument on [3(a) p. 4341 now shows that S(a*)W lies in the 
quotient field of ImF, . Since Im F, is integrally closed and S(a*)w is integral 
over ImF, by the above, we conclude that ImF, = S(a*)W. This proves 
Theorem 5.1. 
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